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MARY
The results of the total solar eclipse of November 12,1966,
observed at 8 different wavelengths between 3 and 21 cm., are
studied and the spectrum of two active regions present on
the disk is deduced. The shape of the more intense source
spectrum presents a maximum at X • 10 cm indicating, at first
sight, the non-thermal origin of the emission; it is then shown
that the observed flux increase with the wavelength is com-
pletely due to geometrical effects. From the Laplace transform
of the brightness temperature of this source, the following
quantitie:: are deduced:
a) the mean and central temperature of the coronal condensation.
b) thef
corona
N2dh (N = electron density). Both these quantities are
in good agreement with optical observations.
t On leave from Osservatorio Astsofisico di Arcetri-Firenze (Italy)
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k(1) Introduction
The total solar eclipse of November 12, 1966 was observed in
South America by several groups of radio astronomers. Our research
has been made possible through the cooperation of some observers
who provided us with copies of their eclipse records obtained at
several different wavelengths (w.l.'s). The names of these
observers as well as the observed w.l.'s and all the characteristics
of the eclipse are summarized in table I.
It is well known that the study of eclipse records can give
much important information on the structure of the active regions
and on the brightness distribution of the solar disk in all cases
where the conventional instruments do not have enough resolving
power to distinguish the different points of the solar surface:
this fact usually happens with radio or X-ray observations. By
using the results of the eclipse of May 20, 1966, for instance,
many interesting results on the structure of active regions were
deduced both from X-rays (Landini et al., 1969; Simon, 1969) and
radio observations (Drago and Noci, 1969). With regard to the
latter, a very high resolving power was obtained in six different
directions by observing the eclipse from three different places.
In this case the angle between the two directions of occulta-
tion, as seen from Ancon and Bage, is only . 3 0 , ( see Table I) so
that none of the information obtained on May 20 on the shape and
brightness distribution of the sources can be derived.
In the present research, the peculiar feature is given by the
complete spectrum between 3 and 21 cm where all the observations
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are made with the same resolving power. Many inconsistencies may in fact
arise when observations with instruments of different resolving
power are compared, this is in fact equivalent to comparing in-
formation from different parts of the source.
(2) Localization and Identification of the Sources
The best way to localize the active regionSon the solar disk
is to consider the derivative of the occultation curve i(t) instead
of the occultation curves themselves.
In fact, when a region brighter than the background is covered
4
by the moon at a given time t, a corresponding change in the slope of
the occultation curve is noticed: therefore, if we plot the behavior
of the slope
	 (the derivative) of the occultation curve vs. time, the
s
presence of a source is immediately apparent.
In Figures la and lb, the (P(t) 	 curves observed in Ancon and
t
Bage, respectively, are shown.
	 i(t)	 is the difference between two
consecutive values of (D:	 ^(t)	 = 0(t + At)	 - (D(t);At - 1 minute.
The presence of a very strong source 	 (A), situated near the
center cf the disk, and another less intense source 	 (B),	 located in
the western hemisphere, is evident.
The localization on the solar disk of these two sources is
' shown in Figure 2.	 The corresponding optical plages are respec-
tively:
(A)	 McMath No.	 8575	 (13N-15E)
(B)	 McMath No.	 8572	 (18N-29W)
Also many other peaks in the i(t) curves were identified as
small radio sources correlated with some filaments or prominences,
0-3-
but in this paper we will consider only the two strongest sources,
A and B.
In both sets of $(t) curves, the source (A) presents the
same characteristic: it is double when it is covered and single
when it is uncovered; the two minima in the covering phase correspond
to the occultation of two spots (following the Fraunhofer map) and
the geometry of the eclipse was such that they were uncovered to-
gether (see Figure 2). The separation between the two components of
the double source in the E-W direction ranges from 0'.75 to 1' de-
pending on the w.l.
A more careful examination of the ^ curves shows that source A,
after the two strong minima, presents a smoother tail: the first
(double) part of the source will be called in the following: (Al),
the second one (A2).
(3) Dimensions, Emitted Flux and Equivalent Temperature
The dimensions of the sources in the advancing moon's limb
direction and the relative emitted flux at each w.l. can be easily
deduced from the $ curves. In fact, calling t  and t 2 the beginning
and the end of the occultation of a source s in the covering (c)
phase and t' 1 and t' 2 the analogous times in the uncovering (u) phase,
(t l ,t 2 and t' l , t 1 2 depends on a) the dimensions d o and du in the two
directions are given by:
do = 
vc 
0- -tl)
du = vu(t'2-t'1)
-4-
where v  and vu
 are the speeds of the advancing moon's limb.
-2 Ro 	 R
vc
 = 3.13 10 min, V
u
 2.77 10-2 min (Ancon)
R	 R
vc = 2.55.10-2 
min' vu = 2.34 10-2 min (Wage)
The relative emitted flux can also be derived from the
curves making some hypotheses on the quiet sun radiation. The
flux 0 s
 emitted by a source s is given, in fact, by the integral
( 
tz ,	 tL
^5^`^^ J
	
s ^ t ^ dt =` L^ ^r ) -	 ^^ t ^^ C)L t-
LI	 J r
j,/	 1
N2 '	 t 2 •
jt
^^	 c L
the quantity m q (t) indicates the derivative of the flux coming only
from the quiet disk without sources
I	 L 45^
where ^ o is the total observed flux and N is the number of sources.
The behavior of the ; q curves can be easily computed by the occul-
tation of a uniformly bright disk, the constant (unknown) brightness
of the quiet Sun can be deduced by imposing on these curves to fit
the observed ; curves in the times intervals where no sources are
occultated. We have in fact:
6F	 ••
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I	 ^ I l 	^ l kj(S^)4 t t 62 CS-)
1	 1
ticsC)L t < t2 ( s^ )
Fq^
i	 :
and
when no sources are involved. The ratio between (P and the total
s
solar flux measured in the same relative units gives the relative
flux of the source. To derive absolute values of the flux, we used
a solar spectrum derived from all the radio observations published
in the Quarterly Bulletin (see Figure 3).
From the above computed diameters do
 and du we can derive, as-
suming circular symmetry, the emitting surface of the source:Ss`2
_ 1 d ^4
	 The scattering between (c) and (u) results may give
an idea of the validity of this assumption. The obtained fluxes and
surfaces are shown in Figure 4. From these quantities we can com-
pute the equivalent temperature of the source given by:
T
	 ASTO- ^
K SZO 5/50
X2(V
where P. is the solid angle of the whole Sun. The term T  = 2kQq
0
must be added in order to find, for CDs ­ 0, the correct value
T  = T  instead of T  = 0. The equivalent temperature, averaged
on (c) and (u) measurements are shown in table II. The reason
why in table II only (c) measurements are given for A2 at a > 6cm,
6-6-
will be discussed below. In order to decrease the scattering, we
have used the mean curves obtained with a polinomial fit, (shown in
Figure 4) instead of the single values of S(a) /So. The values used
for 0 s M on the contrary, are those derived from the observations.
TABLE II
N
1
3.1 3.4 4.3 6.0 6.7 9.1 11.1 21.2
Sourc
Al 174+3 262+7 349+5 601+25 748 (*) 1038+64 1330+30 1670+93
A2 66+9 84+2 109+2 199+17 251 (**) 445(**) 444(**) 857(**
B 39+0 47+6 62+3 101+5 (*) 212+7 362+1 947+78
(*) At
	 = 6.7 cm source B is not detectable and source Al is measurable
only in (u)-phase.
(**)Only (c)-measurements
The equivalent temperatures so determined for the three sources do
not refer to the same portion of the solar disk because the S /S o is
in general a function of X.
This problem concerning source A, which we consider to be
the most interesting one, will be discussed in detail in paragraph(5).
If we consider carefully the different behavior of 1^(A1),
t (A2) and SS (p,l) , SS (A2) in (c) and (u) phase we must conclude that0	 0
the dimensions of source A2, as those of all the other ones,
0^^^- -^^ ^- _. •^_ ==fit - 	,^	 ^^--
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increase with the w . l. but for a z 6 cm, the source seems to shift
• its mean position toward the solar limb in such a way that part of
it becomes uncovered together with Al: the flux attributed to Al is
in fact always larger in the
	 (u) phase than in the 	 (c) phase, while
the surface of A2 behaves in the opposite way.
	 (A schematization
of source A is shown in Figure 5.)TShown in the upper left side
curve of Figure 4 is the total flux emitted by the entire source A,
(1+2)
	 = +1) +	 0{ 2)
averaged on the	 (c) and
	 (u) phase results; we see that the discrep-
ancies between
	 ( c)	 and (u) are really negligible when the entire
source is involved, supporting our previous hypothesis on the struc-
ture of source A.
(4)	 Polarization Measurements
- The only polarization measurements on the eclipse records are
iF- those at X = 4.3 cm. 	 According to this record, only two appreciable
changes of polarization are present during the eclipse, both cor-
related with the occultation of source A: a decrease of left-handed
polarization in	 (c)	 phase began at t = 1329 U.T., the same time of
it the second minimum of i(A1); an increase of the same amount in the
(u) phase began at 1451 U.T., at the time corresponding at the
Y
maximum of ;(Al)	 ( see Figure 1B).	 We can therefore conclude that
the only polarized source was source A and, inside this one, no
polarized flux comes from the region above the first covered spot.
From the time interval in which dt ¢ 0 we may also derive the di-
mensions of the polarized region at 4.3 cm which turns out to be
0-8-
1 1 .7 (c-direction) and 1'.2 (u-direction). (In our schematization
this polarized region also covers part of A2.) More details on the
behavior of 
a 
at 4.3 cm are given by Kaufmann (1968). If we assume
also that at other w.l.'s as at 4.3 cm, all the observed polarized
radiation comes from the source A, we can derive the polarization
percentage of the source, P s , from polarization measurements of the
total solar flux, po;
1)	 Ps = Po 
x m^s
Data referring to the total solar polarization Po (%) and the obtained
results for the source P s (%) are summarized in table III.
TABLE III
a(cm)
	 I	 3.2 4.3 8 15 30
Po ($) 1.89L(*) 2.3L(**)	 2.06k: 0.31L(*)
I ?	 )1.5L(^P s ($) 21.6L 19.7L	 10.5L 2.OL
(*)	 Courtesy of Dr. Tanaka
From Kaufmann et al. (1967)
The last value of the source polarization percentage is un-
certain because the w.l. X = 30 cm is out of our range of observa-
tion, and therefore the value of m s was extrapolated in order to
compute Ps from formula (1).
-9-
The percentage of polarization is rather small for a Slowly
Varying (S) Component source, but we must remember that only part
of source A was polarized, while the valuEg of Ps in Table III are
in percentage of the total flux emitted by A. But as we do not know
the size of polarized regions at all the w.l.'s, we cannot perform
further computation.
(5) The Sources Spectrurr.
The spectra of A2 and B are slightly decreasing with the w.1.
which seems to indicate a complete thermal origin of the radiation.
The reason for the scattering of O(A2) and - (A2) has already been
t	 M
discussed in paragraph (3). With regard to the source B we see that
the agreement between O(c) and O(u) is quite good, while the scat-
f
tering on the surfacesis considerable. This may indicate absence
of circular symmetry, but we must remember that the computed sur-
face is proportional to d 2 so that the relative errors on the sur-
f aces are twice those on d (this is the reason that we preferred to
use the mean curves instead of the single values). Contrary to
those just now discussed the spectrum of Al presents the character-
'
	
	
istic shape of the S-Component spectrum with a sharp maximum at
X • 10 cm and decreases both toward longer and shorter w.l.'s.
The spectrum of the S-Component is usually derived by sub-
•
	
	
tracting the quiet Sun spectrum from the total solar spectrum when
some active region is present; in this way no information i:::_Iut
the emitting surface is available and it L's usually assumed constant
when deriving the equivalent temperature.
q
6t	 -_
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R
^ The flux increase vs.	 a of the S-Component in the ran a 3-10P	 g
cm is usually interpreted as a proof that the emission cannot be
completely of thermal origin.
We will now show that in this case the increase of the flux
s with the w.l. is due to the rise of the cmitting surface rather
than a real increase in the brightness of the source.
To show this, we must consider only the flux (P 0 (a) coming from
a fixed portion of the source S common to all the observed w.l.'s;
let us consider in both sets of records two fixed points, tl
and t 2	 at all w.l.'s. (we used for this computation only the
(c) phase measurements, otherwise, as already mentioned, a part of
A2 would also be involved.) The points, t  and t2 were those cor-
responding to the beginning and to the end of occultation of the
whole source Al at a = 3.4 and 6.0 cm (Ancon -F = 1230,
t,. = 1235 U.T.) and a = 4.3 cm (Bage ^ 1 = 1325, T2 = 1331 U.T.).
As the position of the moon as seen from Ancon and Bage at the
above instants were practically coincident, these two points de-
termine on the solar surface the same strip of thickness d = vc=
( t2 - t 1 ) = 0.155 1 R
	
Therefore, in the assumed circular symmetry,
the considered fixt portion of the source at all the w.;.'s will
be:
-2S = 4
	
0.6 x 10 So
Let us now consider at all the w.l.'s only the flux given by the
integration of ^ s between t  and t2.
I_-4
0-11-
t L i
^^ ► o^^(2	 S
For the w.l.'s a = 3.4, 4.3 and 6.0 cm. We have
 0-
-S	 O, 6	 toS La Srp
40 - C -
where S is the total surface of A l given in Figure 4. For A = 3.1
0
and X > 6 cm, we have S > S; assuming in S - S a uniform mean
brightness distribution B, we can easily deduce the flux emitted
by the portion S of the sc c e, from the solution of the system:
s+3^S-sl
2)
^2= Ros t t3S,
Where Bo is the
tion of the rin
The values thus
the behavior is
mean brightness of
3 S - S covered bet
obtained of (P are
0
completely changed
S (B0S = t 0 ) and S 1 is the por-
aeen the times t  and t 2 (Figure
shown in Figure ;. We see that
with respect to the previous
spectrum of A 1 : no more increase of the flux with the w.l. is
noticed.? An analogous measurement would be difficult to make out
of eclipses: in fact, if the spectrum is built by comparing results
coming from different high resolving power instruments, each of them
will give the flux averaged on a surface which is, at minimum, as
large as the antenna lobes which are not always equal to each other.
Therefore, it would be impossible in this case to measure, over the
entire spectrum, only the flux coming from a fixed portion of the
6-12-
source (unless the source at all w.l.'s is larger than the largest
antenna lobe) . From Figure 7 we can, therefore, conclude that the
sharp maximum observed in Figure 4 is due to an increase of the
emitting surface and does not support the non-thermal origin of the
radiation.
We think that this is a rather important result even if it is
derived only in one particular case: the increase of the emitting
surface with the w.l. is in fact quite common in the radio active
regions (Newkirk, 1961; Tlamicha, 1968). From the values of 4^ O we
can now compute the equivalent temperature of the central part of
the source S:
TS = c X 2 00 + Tq
with c = 2kQ	 1
o	
S/So
This equivalent temperature represents the central brightness
temperature of the source averaged on the surface S. (It gives
about the same
	
brightness temperature which would be measured
with an antenna beam of z 2 1 ). The upper and lower limits of this
mean brightness temperature can be evaluated assuming respectively:
a) B = 0 out of S: Tmax = c X21P12 + T4
b) Uniform brightness on the area S + S 1' Tmin = c X4)12	
S	
+ Tq
S+S1
We said in paragraph (1) that tie source Al presents a double
structure: the two minima corresponding to the occultation of the
•-13-
two spots are both inside surface S.
	 In these radio spots the
brightness temperature certainly reaches higher values than TS.
However, a computation of the brightness temperature inside the
radio spots would be meaningless because of the large errors in-
volved:	 If we carefully consider the ; behavior in Figure la) and
lb) we see in fact that the position of the maximum between the
two minima of Al
 varies within one minute depending on the w.l.	 As
the occultation of each radio spot lasts for about 2, 3 minutes
only, this variation would affect the results with 30%,	 50% errors.
6) Discussion
The computed equivalent temperature for the whole A l source
(T s ) and for its central region S (T S) are plotted in Figure 8:
the broken line gives T  = ka 2 which represents the steepest ac-
ceptable slope within the thermal emission hypothesis: we see that
the fit of the observed temperature (full line) presents a slope
always lower than a 2 supporting the thermal origin of the radiation
in both sets of temperature. The fit is made in fact with the
function
oC /^T^,
3)
 
to
which has always d^ ; T (2)	 0
k
•	 The value of To was imposed a priori To = 10 4 °K, while the par-
sf
E	 ameter T 1 and a were deduced with an iterative least square method
i
{	 (the parameter a is not linearly contained). The results are the
-14-
0
following:
T
•	 s
T 1
 = 1.575 x 10 6 o 
a = 1.215 x 10 -2 cm-2
T-
s
T l = 2.288 x 10 6 o 
a = 0.960 x 10 -2 cm-2
The quantity Tc = T 1 + To
 = lira T(X) can be considered as an
X-*co
estL.,ation of the coronal temperature above the active regions.
We see that there are no big differences between the coronal
temperature deduced from the two sets of data indicating the almost
constant temperature going from the center to the peripheral region
of the coronal condensation. The obtained values of the temper-
ature T  = 1.7x10 6 o  and T  = 2.3 y 10 6 o  are both very plausible
for a coronal condensation.
If we neglect the effect of the magnetic field, a rough eval-
f
uation of the electron density in the
be obtained in the following way.
ported by the fact that the polarized
(following 4.3 cm Bage observations),
centage is generally low. Let us app
coronal condensation
This hypothesis is
area is less than l/
and the polarization
ly to the observed TS
can also
sup-
s of S
per-
the
method used by Piddington (1954), Moriyama (1961) and Drago and
Noci x(1969) in order to determine a relationship between the elec-
0 tron density N and the temperature T in the solar atmosphere from
the Laplace transform of the brightness temperature. Let us con-
sider the following form of the integral of the transfer equation,
obtained from the exact one having assumed the refraction index
n = 1, (which is true with a very good approximation up to a s 50 cm):
-15-
.
, 
T 	Gx
I	 lX ,b 1 	 6 ) e	 UG
€
x	 0
z
where Tb
 is the brightness temperature, x =	 = 1 and
N2dh c2	 v2do =t 3/2	 ' (^ is a slowly varying term which assumes the
COSE) 
value = 0.11 in chromosphere and C = 0.16 in corona with h (cm)
N(cm-3}; 0 is the angle between the solar radius and the line of
t
sight: for the source A l
 o = 130 ).	 We see that the function
Tb(x) c2=	 Tb (a)
a
is formally the Laplace transform of T(a) and
therefore
x
where, -1
 indicate the inverse Laplace transform. If we identify
the brightness temperature of the central region of the source
with TS given by formula 3, we obtain
r	 z	 .rTo = Tc
	
6Ch^=G0B= 8.b4 K10
1 L o ^ z To	 6 1 (8o9
The good fit of the observed temperature with the function given
in formula 3, indicates that assuming also a very simplified model
of temperature with an abrupt jump from chromospheric to coronal
values, we can satisfactorily account for the observed spectrum.
00
4)	 N2 C ^
29	 -5
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From 
a  
and T  we can determine the quantity
.70
3/a
N^
where ho
 is the height above the photosphere where the temperature
jump takes place. Assuming C = 0.16 we find
6
The same integral performed with the central electron densities
of the coronal condensation observed by Waldmeyer (1963) gives:
N2 ^,^, _	 x.14 ^ ^
0 ^9 ^
As the part of the corona at h > 0.3 Ro cannot account for the
quantity 0.7.10 29 cm-5 which is missing, this discrepancy can be
due either to the fact that we are dealing with a coronal conden-
sation denser by a factor . 1.3 than the Waldmeyer one, or, more
probably, it may be a consequence of the assumed schemetization.
The leve; ho in our schemetization would probably be a good ap-
proximation of the flexus point in a more realistic model of T(h):
identifying it with the basis of the corona it means to overesti-
mate integral 4). 1? As already mentioned, this is a too simplified
schemetization of the solar atmosphere to beconsidered a "model";
however, the acceptable values of T  and J N2d'n , besides the very
corona
6J
2
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i
good approximation of the observed brightness temperature with
- the exponential function (formula 3) mean, in our opi: , ion, that
our observations support an extremely steep gradient of tempera-
g ture in the transition layer between chromosphere and corona.
L& This result is opposite to the one found with the same method by
Piddington
	 (19514) who required a very mild temperature gradient
to explain the radio spectrum of the quiet Sun.
	 However, we
9
want to point out that the model obtained with the Laplace trans-
form method depends vary much on the chosen function to in-er-
s polate the observed data.	 Piddington used a 2nd degree polinomial
in a which, in the range of frequencies we considered, gives a
very good fit for the quiet Sun, but a very bad one for our spectrum,
moreover, it diverges for a -► - giving a coronal temperature also
tending to infinite, which cannot be acceptable. A very steep
	
.{	 gradient of temperature in the transition layer is instead a neces-
sary characteristic, in the quiet Sun atmosphere, in order to ex-
plain the observed U.V. solar spectrum (Athay 1966; Zirin 1969).
	
f	 As the transition layer is a very unknown region of the solar
atmosphere, we think that a confirmation of the U.V. results in the
radio w.l. range would be very interesting. A more accurate anal-
ysis of this spectrum as well as of the quiet Sun radio spectrumit
'	 is now in progress in order to derive, with the above method of the
Laplace transform, a model of the solar atmosphere both for the
quiet atmosphere and for active regions.
6-18-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure la: Slope of the occultation curves observed in Ancon.
lb: Slope of the occultation curves observed in Bage.
Figure 2:	 Localization of the radio sources on the Fraunhofer Map
of November 12, 1966. The times corresponding at the
positions of the moon are from Ancon.
Figure 3:
	 Spectrum of the total solar flux observed on November
12, 1966, used as a calibration spectrum of the sources
Figure 4: Left side: Spe5^rum of the observed sources in absolute
units	 (J = 10
	 watt/m	 Hz)	 Right side:	 Behavior of
the observed sources area vs a in hundredth of solar sur-
face.	 In source A the outside scale is referred to part
1, the inside scale to part 2.
Figure 5: Schemetization of the structure of source A: 	 full line
represents the source contour at 3.cm < a < 6.cm., while
dotted line indicates the source contour at a generical
wavelength a	 > 6.cm.
	 (In figs.
	
5 and 6 moon's and source
radii are not in scale)
Figure 6: Schemetization of the source used to compute the central
equivalent temperature T—: full line indicates the contour
of s, dotted line the on g of the whole source Al; shaded
area represents the surface S 1
 in Eq.	 (2).
Figure 7: Spectrum of the flux m 	 emit-ed by the surface s.	 The
curve is a second degrge polinomial fit.
Figure 8: Spectrum of the equivalent temperatures Ts and Ts: broken
line gives T ti a 2 ; full line the best fit made with
formula	 (3). The three bars in the right diagram indicate
min and Tmax as computed in paragraph 5.
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TABLE'S
Table I:	 Summary of all parameters of observation. a is the
angle formed by the mean direction of the velocity
of the moon's center and the solar equator, measured
F	 from west to north in a reference frame having its
`	 origin in the center of the solar disk.
Table II: Equivalent temperature of the sources (unit: 103oK).
The errors indicate discrepancies between covering and
uncovering measurements.
Table III: Polarization measurements in percentage of the total
solar flux, Po (%) and of the flux emitted by source A,
Ps (%) .
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